We present a general idea of using formal methods in the verification of security protocols. In particular we show how to formally model intruders and security properties such as secrecy. We demonstrate that applying formal methods can help protocol designers and implementers to improve the quality of security protocols. We also give an example where a formal method is applied to verify of important features in the design of network protocols for vehicular security systems.
Introduction
Network security protocols are usually based on cryptographic primitives, and analyzing them is one of the most challenging tasks. Indeed fields such as cryptosystems, signature schemes, secure hash functions, transfer mechanisms, and secure multiparty function evaluation methods are used whenever they are necessary to make the protocols more secure. They are also vulnerable to intruders in the network who may have control of one or more network principals. Therefore, network protocols are often subject to non-intuitive attacks. A security protocol must be able to achieve its goals in face of these hostile intruders.
In this sense, designing and implementing security protocols are error-prone and difficult. Moreover, they are supposed to work securely even over insecure networks, i.e., even in the presence of hostile agents that have access to the network.
Let's consider the following security protocol which is the core part of Needham-Schroeder's public key authentication protocol [15] This paper is an extended and revised version of Lee [11] .
a public key mutual authentication: Two agents Alice(A) and Bob(B) would like to check the authenticity of their partners before they start communicating. Alice creates a nonce and sends it together with her identity to Bob. Bob responds by creating a new nonce and sending it back to Alice with the nonce he received. Finally, Alice confirms the authenticity of Bob. It seems that the authentication process is secure because the encrypted messages can only be read by a person possessing the corresponding private keys. Unfortunately, this protocol is vulnerable. If an impostor E(compromised) can persuade Alice to initiate a session with him, he can relay the messages to Bob and convince Bob that he is communicating with Alice. This attack was found in 1996, 18 years after the publication by Needham and Schroeder.
Lowe [13] discovered this flaw of the protocol, and it is called man-in-the-middle attack. See Figure 2 below which runs as follows:
(1) Alice sends N a to E, who decrypts the message with his secret key.
(2) E relays the message to Bob, pretending that Alice is communicating. (6) E re-encrypts N b , and convinces Bob that he has decrypted it. At the end, Bob falsely believes that Alice is communicating with him, and that N a and N b are known only to Alice and Bob.
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Figure 2. Lowe's man-in-the-middle attack
Interestingly, the attack is found not by a manual inspection, but by applying a formal method. Indeed, verifying security protocols manually is very hard. This is because security protocols are usually based on cryptographic primitives, and their analysis is one of the most challenging tasks. As demonstrated above, security protocols are often subject to non-intuitive attacks.
Fortunately, recent research progress has shown that applying formal methods can help in achieving security goals such as authentication and secrecy in data exchange [1, 2, 16, 3] . Moreover, the ISO/IEC 29128 [10] states a standard which provides definitions of different protocol assurance levels where the importance of the application of formal methods are explicitly mentioned.
It seems nowadays inevitably required to verify that a security protocol satisfies its requirements based on a formal method. A formal method is based on a combination of a mathematical or logical model of a system and its requirements. Actually, the application of formal methods to cryptographic protocol analysis has been investigated since almost 30 years [14] . An important area is the development of tools for automatic verification of security protocols allowing unbounded number of sessions based on some intruder models such as Dolev-Yao model [8] . There are many tools for automated verification of security protocols such as ProVerif [4, 5] and Scyther [7] , to name a few. See also Lee et al. [12] for an application of such tools.
In this paper, we present a general idea of using formal methods in the verification of security protocols. The following sections show how to formally model intruders and security properties, in particular secrecy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a general idea of modelling protocol specification. Section 3 describes how to model operating environment. Modelling of secrecy properties is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce an example where a formal method is applied to verify of important features in the design of network protocols. We conclude in Section 6.
Modelling of protocol specification 2.1 Languages
A language L = (V, C, R, F) for security protocols should be given. It consists of symbols for constructing terms like nonces, roles, functions, etc: a set V of variables to store received messages, a set C of local constant symbols for such as nonces and session keys, a set R of role name symbols, a set F of function symbols for such as global constants or hash functions. F includes some special binary function symbols for composition of pairs, for decompositions of pairs, for encryption of a message, and for decryption of a encrypted message. They are denoted by (· , ·), π i , enc, and dec, respectively.
Given a language, L = (V, C, R, F), terms are defined inductively. Every variable v ∈ V is a term. Every local constant c ∈ C is a term. Every role name r ∈ R is a term. For every function symbol f ∈ F of arity n, if t 1 , . . . , t n are terms, so is f (t 1 , · · · , t n ). If t 1 and t 2 are terms, (t 1 , t 2 ) stands for composition of pairs and {t 1 } t 2 for encryption of t 1 by using t 2 . It is assumed that encryption is perfect. Fresh variables and fresh nonces can be generated whenever it is necessary. It is assumed that the cryptographic primitives such as enc and dec are perfect. Only their relevant properties are assumed to be known.
There is a set E of equations over terms which specify identities among terms such as equations respecting Diffie-Hellman key assignments, etc. The equations are formulated in general forms using variables and function symbols which can be instantiated by arbitrary terms. t 1 = t 2 ∈ E denotes the fact that the equation t 1 = t 2 is an instance of an equation in E.
Protocol specifications
Given a language, L = (V, C, R, F), a protocol specification, shortly a protocol, P describes the behavior of each of the roles such as initiator, responder, key server, etc. In the specification, the behavior of each role is formalized as a transition system describing how to create messages, how to react to the received messages, and how to manipulate them.
Sending and receiving Two predicate symbols exist. Send for sending messages and Receive for receiving messages. Their arity depends on the decision about putting in the names of the communicating roles, communication channels, privacy or publicity of the channels, etc. as arguments.
Role specifications A role specification describes the behavior of a role, which is represented as a finite sequence of sending and receiving events. An initial knowledge also belongs to the role specification. The initial knowledge of a role contains the names of other roles, public keys of all roles, his own secret key, etc.
Computation
During any two events, each agent performs some computations. What exactly the computations do, depends on the protocol model. Below are some examples of computations.
Pattern matching It can be assumed that any agent in a role r could see the pattern of any message: nonces, agent names, session keys, pairs, encrypted messages, etc.
Knowledge inference Based on the pattern-matching, any Therefore, agent including the intruder can infer new knowledge from his initial knowledge together with the received messages. The knowledge inference can be inferred formally as follows: is reflected by the following inference rules in Figure 3 . Readability test When a message is received, each agent would check its readability using his knowledge. The readability property of a term t based on his knowledge K r can be implemented into the protocol specification as follows:
(1) Every variable v ∈ V is readable.
(2) Every term t such that K r t is readable.
(3) A pair (t 1 , t 2 ) is readable when t 1 is readable based on K r ∪ {t 2 } and t 2 is readable based on K r ∪ {t 1 }.
(4) An encrypted message {m} k is readable when either K r {m} k , or K r k −1 and m is readable.
Then a role specification is well-formed if each term in a receiving event is readable based on the role knowledge which has grown after each receiving event. A formal definition of well-formed role specifications will be omitted, but the relationship between the role knowledge and an receiving event will be described formally below in the part of operational semantics. A protocol said to be well-formed when each role specification is well-formed, and only well-formed protocols are to be considered.
Modelling of operating environment 3.1 Intruder model
The network can be partially or completely under control of an intruder. Based on his knowledge, he can e.g. catch, eavesdrop, or fake messages. He can also interrupt or disturb the protocol running.
Intruder knowledge
The initial knowledge K 0 A of an agent A in a role consists of e.g. the names and public keys of all agents and his secret key of his role. The initial intruder knowledge K 0 I consists of the initial knowledge of all untrusted agents including their secret keys. The knowledge of an agent including the intruder will grow during the running of the protocol whenever he receives or catch messages.
Configuration state
The configuration state at some point during running a protocol P is composed of the local intruder knowledge and the local knowledge of every possible agent A n , where n varies over natural numbers. The list of agents is made infinite such that it reflects the fact that the intruder could initiate new session at any step and perform unlimited sessions. In the initial state, every agent is in his initial state, i.e. his initial knowledge and initial control state. If an agent A n is not active yet, then his initial knowledge is empty.
The operational semantics of the protocol P is the description how configuration states changes during the protocol running. Below are three rules which constitute the operational semantics of the protocol P .
(1) If an agent performs a new instance event, then he adds a new role instance to his state. If the agent is compromised, then he shares all the knowledge with the intruder.
(2) If an agent performs a sending event, the sent message m is added to the intruder knowledge. Then he moves to some state where he is waiting for another sending or receiving event, or stops.
(3) If an agent performs a receiving event, the agent performs some computations. Depending on the computation result, he moves to some state where he is waiting for another sending or receiving event, or stops.
New instances
If an agent performs a new instance event, then he adds a new role instance to his state. This implies that unlimited number of role instances is possible. The agent who performs this role gets then the initial knowledge assigned to the role. If the agent is compromised, then he shares all the knowledge with the intruder.
Sending event If an agent performs a sending event, the sent message m is added to the intruder knowledge. Then he performs some computations, and depending on the computation result, he moves to some state where he is waiting for another sending or receiving event, or stops.
Receiving event If an agent performs a receiving event, the agent performs some computations. Depending on the computation result, he moves to some state where he is waiting for another sending or receiving event, or stops. The computations include e.g. the readability test. If the received message m passes the readability test, the message will be added to the knowledge of the agent.
Traces
A state transition is the conclusion of finitely many applications of the rules above, starting from the initial state. A trace of a protocol P is the description of any possible state transition starting from the initial state:
Here denotes the -th transition step and m is the exchanged message at the -th transition. K A and K I stand for the local knowledge of the agent A and of the intruder I, respectively, at the -th step. K An n is an abbreviation for the infinite list of K An , where n varies over natural numbers. The relationship between m and m i , i < m, is decided by the protocol specification.
Modelling of secrecy property
Secrecy expresses that certain information cannot be revealed to any other agent or the intruder except the honest agents who have run the protocol, even though the protocol is executed in an untrusted network. More formally, a protocol P satisfies secrecy of a message m among some honest agents A n 1 , ..., A np if and only if in an arbitrary trace, m cannot be inferred from the knowledge of anybody else, i.e., K I m and K A m for any , where A is not one of A n 1 , . . . , A np .
Secrecy defined as it stands can be referred as weak secrecy, since it does not care about partial disclosure of the message content. There are also probabilistic secrecy, indistinguishability, etc. But they are out of scope here.
Formally verifiable features for secure communication
In an overview paper called State of the Art: Embedding Security in Vehicles, Wolf et al. [19] gave a general state-of-the-art overview of IT security in vehicles and describe core security technologies and relevant security mechanisms.
Lee et al. [12] used a tool called ProVerif [6] to show that a formal verification of important features required in common for secure communication is not just desirable, but can be realized using an existing tool for fully automatic verification of security protocols. The above mentioned important features are listed in [19] :
(P1) Only valid controllers can communicate.
(P2) All unauthorized messages are to be processed separately or immediately discarded.
(P3) Every communication is based on encryption and authentication in order to provide confidentiality and authenticity of exchanged data.
(P4) A single successful attack should not endanger the whole system.
(P5) It is desirable that a software security module can be verified formally.
Automatic or semi-automatic protocol verification for bounded or unbounded number of sessions has become the main object of formal analysis of security protocols. In case of unbounded number of sessions, it is typically based on language-based techniques such as typing or abstract interpretation. There are many (semi-) automatic tools for protocol verification.
ProVerif [6] is a leading automatic cryptographic protocol verifier in the so-called DolevYao model [8] . Protocols are written by Horn clauses, and ProVerif checks full automatically whether some Horn clauses are derivable from the Horn clauses representing the protocol. It is sound in the sense that the security properties that it proves are really true. But there could be false attacks due to approximations. Approximations occur during the translation of protocols written in the applied pi-calculus into Horn clauses. The idea is based on a simple correspondence between traces of communications and exchanges of information: received messages as the antecedents and sent message as the conclusion of a Horn clause.
ProVerif can handle many cryptographic primitives like shared-and public-key cryptography (encryption and signatures), hash functions, and Diffie-Hellman key agreements. Thanks to some approximations, it can handle an unbounded number of sessions of the protocol and an unbounded message space and can prove secrecy, authentication, strong secrecy, equivalences between processes that differ only by terms.
We refer to Blanchet [6] for a good comprehensive introduction into ProVerif. We also refer to Fournet and Abadi [9] which gives the analysis of a protocol for private authentication in the applied pi-calculus. A brief overview of other verifiers can be found e.g. in Cremers [7] .
Conclusion
In the last years lots of important progresses has been made in applying formal methods to verifying security protocols. And fully automated tools such as ProVerif and Scyther have been invented for the verification security protocols. This paper presented a general idea of using formal methods in the verification of security protocols. Moreover, we introduced an concrete example where a formal method can be successfully applied. We also showed how to formally model intruders and security properties such as secrecy. This demonstrated that applying formal methods can help protocol designers and implementers to improve the quality of security protocols. Further results of applying formal approaches could be found e.g. in Singh et al. [17] and Wenjun and Bin [18] .
